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Abstract
The expected value of partial perfect information (EVPPI) denotes
the value of eliminating uncertainty on a subset of unknown parameters
involved in a decision model. The EVPPI can be regarded as a decision-
theoretic sensitivity index, and has been widely used for identifying rela-
tively important unknown parameters. It follows from Jensen’s inequal-
ity, however, that the standard nested Monte Carlo computation of the
EVPPI results in biased estimates. In this paper we introduce two unbi-
ased Monte Carlo estimators for the EVPPI based on multilevel Monte
Carlo method, introduced by Heinrich (1998) and Giles (2008), and its
extension by Rhee and Glynn (2012, 2015). Our unbiased estimators are
simple and straightforward to implement, and thus are of highly practical
use. Numerical experiments show that even the convergence behaviors of
our unbiased estimators are superior to that of the standard nested Monte
Carlo estimator.
Keywords : value of information, expected value of partial perfect information,
unbiased estimation, multilevel Monte Carlo
1 Introduction
Since introduced by Howard [16], the concept of the expected value of informa-
tion has long been studied in the context of decision analysis [11, 22, 26] and
applied to various areas, such as medical decision making [6,17], environmental
science [2, 10] and petroleum engineering [3, 5, 19, 27]. The expected value of
information is defined as the expected increase in monetary value brought from
reducing some degree of uncertainty on unknown parameters involved in a deci-
sion model by obtaining additional information. There are several definitions of
the expected value of information depending on the type of information, which
includes perfect information, partial perfect information and sample informa-
tion. In particular, the expected value of partial perfect information (EVPPI),
or sometimes called the partial expected value of perfect information, denotes
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the value of eliminating uncertainty on a subset of unknown parameters com-
pletely, and has been advocated and used as a decision-theoretic sensitivity
index for identifying relatively important unknown parameters [8, 12, 20].
For many problems encountered in practice, calculating the EVPPI analyt-
ically is not possible. The simplest and most often-used method to approxi-
mately evaluate the EVPPI is the nested Monte Carlo computation [6, 12, 21].
As pointed out in [6, 21], however, the standard nested Monte Carlo compu-
tation of the EVPPI results in biased estimates, which directly follows from
Jensen’s inequality. Moreover, it can be inferred from [1, Section 2] that the
standard nested Monte Carlo computation cannot achieve the square-root con-
vergence rate in the total computational budget. In fact, the author of this pa-
per empirically observed a deteriorated convergence rate for a simple toy prob-
lem in [19]. Therefore, an unbiased and efficient computation of the EVPPI
might be of particular interest to practitioners. In this line of investigation,
there have been some recent attempts to construct such computational algo-
rithms [6,9,17,20,25,28]. As far as the author knows, however, every algorithm
proposed in the literature has its own restrictions, for instance, on a decision
model, and there is no general algorithm with mild assumptions.
In this paper we construct general unbiased Monte Carlo estimators for
the EVPPI as well as the expected value of perfect information (EVPI). Our
estimators for the EVPPI on a certain subset of unknown parameters only
assume that i.i.d. random sampling from the conditional distribution of the
complement of unknown parameters should be possible. If this is not the case,
it might be necessary to incorporate Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling into
our estimators, although such an investigation is beyond the scope of this paper.
For a decision model which satisfies the above assumption, our estimators are
quite simple and straightforward to implement.
Our approach to construct unbiased estimators is based on the multilevel
Monte Carlo (MLMC) method, which was first introduced by Heinrich [15] for
parametric integration and by Giles [13] for path simulation, and was later
extended by Rhee and Glynn [23, 24]. We refer to [14] for a state-of-the-art
review on the MLMC method. The idea of the MLMC method can be simply
described as follows: For a dimension s, let f ∈ L2([0, 1]s), and f1, f2, . . . ∈
L2([0, 1]s) be a sequence of functions which approximates f with increasing
accuracy (in the L2 norm) but also with increasing computational cost. We
denote by I(f) the true integral of f , i.e.,
I(f) :=
∫
[0,1]s
f(x) dx.
The naive Monte Carlo computation chooses N points x1, . . . , xN independently
and randomly from [0, 1]s to approximate I(f) by the average
IMC(f) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
f(xn) or IMC(fL) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
fL(xn),
for some L. Note that the former is an unbiased estimator of I(f) whereas
the latter contains the bias I(f) − I(fL). The MLMC method, on the other
hand, uses the telescopic representation f = f1 + (f2 − f1) + (f3 − f2) + · · · ,
and then each term is independently approximated by the naive Monte Carlo
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computation, i.e.,
IMLMC(f) =
∞∑
l=1
1
Nl
Nl∑
n=1
(fl − fl−1)(xl,n),
where we set f0 ≡ 0 and N1+N2+ · · · = N . For the level l such that Nl = 0, the
corresponding average is set to 0. The original MLMC method in [13] considers
the case NL+1 = NL+2 = · · · = 0, that is, the telescopic representation of f is
truncated up to L terms. The resulting estimator contains the bias I(f)−I(fL).
The extended MLMC method in [23,24] introduces a probability mass function
p such that p(l) > 0 for all l ∈ N, where N denotes the set of positive integers,
and considers the single term estimator
IMLMC(f) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(fln − fln−1)(xn)
p(ln)
,
or the coupled sum estimator
IMLMC(f) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
ln∑
l=1
(fl − fl−1)(xn)∑∞
k=l p(k)
,
where l1, . . . , lN and x1, . . . , xN are chosen independently and randomly ac-
cording to p and U([0, 1]s), respectively. These estimators are shown to be
unbiased [14, 23]. In this setting, the superiority of the MLMC method over
the naive Monte Carlo method depends on the balance between the growth rate
of the computational costs for f1, f2, . . . and the decay rate of the variances of
f1 − f0, f2 − f1, · · · .
An application of the MLMC method to the nested Monte Carlo computa-
tion in a different context has been done, for instance, in [7] and also mentioned
in [14, Section 9]. However, the MLMC method has never been applied to com-
putations of the expected value of information. In this paper, we show that the
framework of the MLMC method actually fits quite well into constructing unbi-
ased estimators both for the EVPI and the EVPPI. Because of their simplicity
and efficiency, we believe that our unbiased estimators will be one of the most
standard choices particularly for evaluating the EVPPI. Finally, it should be
remarked that an unbiased estimator for optimization of expectations has been
constructed very recently by Blanchet and Glynn [4] in a general context, whose
main approach is commonly used in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we introduce the definitions of the EVPI and the EVPPI, and then discuss the
standard nested Monte Carlo computations. In Section 3, we construct unbiased
estimators for the EVPI and the EVPPI based on the MLMC method, and also
briefly discuss some practical issues relating to implementation. We conclude
this paper with numerical experiments in Section 4.
2 Expected value of information
2.1 Definitions
LetD be a finite set of decision options. The task of a decision maker is to decide
which option d ∈ D is optimal under uncertainty of X . Here X is assumed to
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be a continuous random variable defined on the s-dimensional domain ΩX ⊆ Rs
with density pX , and a monetary value function fd : ΩX → R is assigned for
each option d ∈ D. Throughout this paper, we assume fd ∈ L2(ΩX , pX). Under
the risk neutrality assumption, the optimal option is one which maximizes the
expected monetary value
EX [fd] :=
∫
ΩX
fd(x)pX(x) dx.
Thus the expected monetary value without additional information is given by
maxd∈D EX [fd].
2.1.1 Expected value of perfect information
Suppose that perfect information is available. In this situation, a decision maker
can decide an optimal option after eliminating uncertainty of X completely.
Therefore, the monetary value for a decision maker after X = x is indicated by
perfect information is simply given by maxd∈D fd(x). As a result, the expected
monetary value with perfect information becomes EX [maxd∈D fd]. The EVPI
denotes how much the expected monetary value is increased by eliminating
uncertainty of X . Thus the EVPI is defined by
EVPI := EX
[
max
d∈D
fd
]
−max
d∈D
EX [fd] .
Note that the EVPI is equivalent to how much a decision maker is willing to
pay for obtaining perfect information.
2.1.2 Expected value of partial perfect information
Assume that the random variable X is separable into (possibly correlated) two
random variables as X = (X(1), X(2)) with ΩX = ΩX(1) × ΩX(2) , and that
available information is perfect only for X(1). In this situation, a decision
maker can decide an optimal option under uncertainty of X(2) after eliminating
uncertainty of X(1) completely. Therefore, the monetary value for a decision
maker after X(1) = x(1) is indicated by partial perfect information is given by
maxd∈D EX(2)|X(1)
[
fd(x
(1), ·)], where the expectation is taken with respect to
X(2) given X(1) = x(1). As a result, the expected monetary value with par-
tial perfect information for X(1) becomes EX(1)
[
maxd∈D EX(2)|X(1) [fd]
]
. Thus,
similarly to the EVPI, the EVPPI on X(1) is defined by
EVPPIX(1) := EX(1)
[
max
d∈D
EX(2)|X(1) [fd]
]
−max
d∈D
EX [fd] .
Here we recall that the marginal density function of X(1) and the conditional
density function of X(2) given X(1) = x(1) are given by
pX(1)(x
(1)) =
∫
Ω
X(2)
pX(x
(1), x(2)) dx(2),
and
pX(2)|X(1)(x
(2) | x(1)) = pX(x
(1), x(2))
pX(1)(x
(1))
,
respectively.
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2.2 Standard nested Monte Carlo
Since both the EVPI and the EVPPI are often difficult to calculate analytically,
the Monte Carlo computations are used in practice. Let us consider the EVPI
first. For L,N ∈ N, let x1, . . . , xN and x′1, . . . , x′L be i.i.d. random samples
generated from pX . The EVPI is approximated by
EVPI =
1
N
N∑
n=1
max
d∈D
fd(xn)−max
d∈D
1
L
L∑
l=1
fd(x
′
l). (1)
We can approximate the EVPPI in a similar way. Let L,M,N ∈ N. Let
x′1, . . . , x
′
L be i.i.d. random samples generated from pX , and x
(1)
1 , . . . , x
(1)
N i.i.d.
random samples generated from pX(1) . For each n, let x
(2)
1,n, . . . , x
(2)
M,n be i.i.d.
random samples generated from pX(2)|X(1)(· | x(1)n ). Then the EVPPI is approx-
imated by the following nested form
EVPPIX(1) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
max
d∈D
1
M
M∑
m=1
fd(x
(1)
n , x
(2)
m,n)−max
d∈D
1
L
L∑
l=1
fd(x
′
l). (2)
In the case where there is no correlation betweenX(1) andX(2), random samples
x
(2)
1,n, . . . , x
(2)
M,n used in the inner sum can be replaced byM i.i.d. random samples
generated from pX(2) for all n.
Here we would emphasize that both the Monte Carlo estimators EVPI and
EVPPIX(1) are biased. That is,
E
[
EVPI
] 6= EVPI and E [EVPPIX(1)] 6= EVPPIX(1) .
This result follows directly from Jensen’s inequality. In case of the EVPI, we
have
E
[
EVPI
]
= E
[
1
N
N∑
n=1
max
d∈D
fd(xn)
]
− E
[
max
d∈D
1
L
L∑
l=1
fd(x
′
l)
]
≤ E
[
1
N
N∑
n=1
max
d∈D
fd(xn)
]
−max
d∈D
E
[
1
L
L∑
l=1
fd(x
′
l)
]
= EX
[
max
d∈D
fd
]
−max
d∈D
EX [fd] = EVPI,
where the inequality stems from Jensen’s inequality. It is clear that the first
term of the EVPI can be estimated without any bias, whereas the second term is
estimated with a positive bias. We refer to [18] for a possible bounding technique
to quantify the bias. Therefore, in total, EVPI is a downward biased estimator
of EVPI. In case of the EVPPI, both the first and second terms of the EVPPI
are estimated with positive biases. Thus it is difficult to conclude whether the
estimator EVPPIX(1) is biased either upward or downward. Nevertheless, these
two biases are not cancelled out, so that we have E
[
EVPPIX(1)
] 6= EVPPIX(1) .
Moreover, there is a limitation in the asymptotic convergence rate of the
estimator EVPPIX(1) . For simplicity, let us focus on the first term of the EVPPI,
which is approximated as
EX(1)
[
max
d∈D
EX(2)|X(1) [fd]
]
∼ 1
N
N∑
n=1
max
d∈D
1
M
M∑
m=1
fd(x
(1)
n , x
(2)
m,n).
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It is clear from Jensen’s inequality that the operator maxd∈D yields a positive
bias. Assuming that the bias depends on X(1) and decays uniformly at a certain
rate M−γ for γ > 0, it follows from the heuristic argument in [1, Section 2] that
the approximation error itself decays at the rate
max(N−1/2, N−1/2M−1/2,M−γ).
Notice that the total number of samples used is C =MN . By putting N = Cw
and M = C1−w for 0 < w < 1, the convergence rate of the standard nested
Monte Carlo estimator in the total computational budget C is given by the form
C−ρ, where
ρ = min(w/2, 1/2, (1− w)γ).
Let us assume that the bias decays at a faster rate than the canonical Monte
Carlo rate, i.e., γ > 1/2. When w = 1/2, that is, when N = M , the resulting
value for ρ is 1/4. This convergence rate is also observed empirically in [19].
The best possible value for ρ is actually γ/(1 + 2γ), which is strictly less than
1/2 and is attained when w = 2γ/(1 + 2γ). This result suggests fewer samples
for the inner sum and more for the outer sum, which is opposite from what is
empirically recommended in [6]. Nevertheless, the above argument concludes
that the square-root convergence rate in C cannot be achieved by the standard
nested Monte Carlo estimator.
3 Construction of unbiased estimators
We now move on to constructing unbiased Monte Carlo estimators for the EVPI
and the EVPPI based on the MLMC method.
3.1 Expected value of perfect information
We first construct unbiased Monte Carlo estimators for the EVPI. For N ∈ N,
let us denote
Q(N) = max
d∈D
1
N
N∑
n=1
fd(xn),
where x1, . . . , xN are i.i.d. random samples generated from pX . Then the fol-
lowing simple but interesting properties hold:
E [Q(1)] = E
[
max
d∈D
fd(x1)
]
= EX
[
max
d∈D
fd
]
,
and
lim
N→∞
Q(N) = max
d∈D
lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
n=1
fd(xn) = max
d∈D
EX [fd] ,
where the latter property stems from the law of large numbers. Hence it is
trivial that
lim
N→∞
E [Q(N)] = max
d∈D
EX [fd] .
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Therefore, the EVPI can be rewritten into
EVPI = E [Q(1)]− lim
N→∞
E [Q(N)] . (3)
Based on this finding and the idea of the MLMC method, unbiased Monte Carlo
estimators for the EVPI can be constructed. For a fixed integer b ≥ 2, we have
the telescopic representation for the right-hand side of (3)
E [Q(1)]− lim
N→∞
E [Q(N)] = {E [Q(1)]− E [Q(b)]}+ {E [Q(b)]− E [Q(b2)]}+ · · ·
=
∞∑
l=1
{
E
[
Q(bl−1)
] − E [Q(bl)]}
=
∞∑
l=1
E
[
Q(bl−1)−Q(bl)] ,
where the last equality stems from the linearity of expectation.
Now let us introduce a positive integer-valued independent random variable
L with a probability mass function pL such that pL(l) > 0 for all l ∈ N. Then
the first single term estimator of the EVPI is given by
1
N
N∑
n=1
Y singleln , (4)
where l1, . . . , lN are i.i.d. random samples generated from pL, and for each l ∈ N
we define
Y singlel =
1
pL(l)

1
b
b−1∑
λ=0
max
d∈D
1
bl−1
bl−1∑
m=1
fd(xλbl−1+m)−max
d∈D
1
bl
bl∑
m=1
fd(xm)

 ,
where x1, . . . , xbl are i.i.d. random samples generated from pX . Note that the
same samples x1, . . . , xbl are commonly used in the first and second terms in
Y singlel . It can be seen that this estimator is unbiased:
E
[
1
N
N∑
n=1
Y singleln
]
= E
[
∞∑
l=1
pL(l)Y
single
l
]
=
∞∑
l=1
pL(l)E
[
Y singlel
]
=
∞∑
l=1
E
[
Q(bl−1)−Q(bl)] = EVPI.
The second coupled sum estimator of the EVPI is given by
1
N
N∑
n=1
Y coupledln , (5)
where l1, . . . , lN are i.i.d. random samples generated from pL, and for each l ∈ N
we define
Y coupledl =
l∑
j=1
1∑∞
k=j pL(k)

 1
bl−j+1
bl−j+1−1∑
λ=0
max
d∈D
1
bj−1
bj−1∑
m=1
fd(xλbj−1+m)
− 1
bl−j
bl−j−1∑
λ=0
max
d∈D
1
bj
bj∑
m=1
fd(xλbj+m)

 ,
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where x1, . . . , xbl are i.i.d. random samples generated from pX . Note that the
same samples x1, . . . , xbl are commonly used in every term in Y
coupled
l . It can
be seen that this estimator is also unbiased:
E
[
1
N
N∑
n=1
Y coupledln
]
= E
[
∞∑
l=1
pL(l)Y
coupled
l
]
=
∞∑
l=1
pL(l)E
[
Y coupledl
]
=
∞∑
l=1
l∑
j=1
pL(l)∑∞
k=j pL(k)
E
[
Q(bj−1)−Q(bj)]
=
∞∑
j=1
∞∑
l=j
pL(l)∑∞
k=j pL(k)
E
[
Q(bj−1)−Q(bj)]
=
∞∑
j=1
E
[
Q(bj−1)−Q(bj)] = EVPI,
where the fourth equality is given by swapping the order of sums.
3.2 Expected value of partial perfect information
In a way similar to that for the EVPI, it is possible to construct unbiased Monte
Carlo estimators for the EVPPI. Since unbiased estimators for the EVPI have
been constructed already, it suffices to construct unbiased estimators for
EVPI− EVPPIX(1) = EX
[
max
d∈D
fd
]
− EX(1)
[
max
d∈D
EX(2)|X(1) [fd]
]
.
For N ∈ N and x(1) ∈ ΩX(1) , let us denote
Q(N ;x(1)) = max
d∈D
1
N
N∑
n=1
fd(x
(1), x(2)n ),
where x
(2)
1 , . . . , x
(2)
N are generated independently and randomly from pX(2)|X(1)(· |
x(1)). Then the following properties hold:
E
[
Q(1;x(1))
]
= EX(2)|X(1)
[
max
d∈D
fd(x
(1), ·)
]
,
and
lim
N→∞
E
[
Q(N ;x(1))
]
= max
d∈D
EX(2)|X(1)
[
fd(x
(1), ·)
]
,
where the latter property stems again from the law of large numbers. Using
these results, we have
EVPI− EVPPIX(1) = EX(1)EX(2)|X(1)
[
max
d∈D
fd
]
− EX(1)
[
max
d∈D
EX(2)|X(1) [fd]
]
= EX(1)E [Q(1; ·)]− EX(1)
[
lim
N→∞
E [Q(N ; ·)]
]
= EX(1)
[
E [Q(1; ·)]− lim
N→∞
E [Q(N ; ·)]
]
.
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For a fixed integer b ≥ 2, we have the telescopic representation
EX(1)
[
E [Q(1; ·)]− lim
N→∞
E [Q(N ; ·)]
]
= EX(1)
[
∞∑
l=1
{
E
[
Q(bl−1; ·)]− E [Q(bl; ·)]}
]
= EX(1)
[
∞∑
l=1
E
[
Q(bl−1; ·)−Q(bl; ·)]
]
.
Now let us introduce a positive integer-valued independent random variable
J with a probability mass function pJ such that pJ(j) > 0 for all j ∈ N. Then
the first single term estimator of EVPI− EVPPIX(1) is given by
1
N
N∑
n=1
Zsingle
ln,x
(1)
n
, (6)
where l1, . . . , lN and x
(1)
1 , . . . , x
(1)
N are i.i.d. random samples generated from pL
and pX(1) , respectively, and for each l ∈ N and x(1) ∈ ΩX(1) we define
Zsingle
l,x(1)
=
1
pL(l)

1
b
b−1∑
λ=0
max
d∈D
1
bl−1
bl−1∑
m=1
fd(x
(1), x
(2)
λbl−1+m
)−max
d∈D
1
bl
bl∑
m=1
fd(x
(1), x(2)m )

 ,
where x
(2)
1 , . . . , x
(2)
bl
are i.i.d. random samples generated from pX(2)|X(1)(· | x(1)).
It can be seen that this estimator is unbiased:
E
[
1
N
N∑
n=1
Zsingle
ln,x
(1)
n
]
= E
[
∞∑
l=1
pL(l)EX(1)
[
Zsingleln,·
]]
= EX(1)
[
∞∑
l=1
pL(l)E
[
Zsingleln,·
]]
= EX(1)
[
∞∑
l=1
E
[
Q(bl−1; ·)−Q(bl; ·)]
]
= EVPI.
The second coupled sum estimator of EVPI− EVPPIX(1) is given by
1
N
N∑
n=1
Zcoupled
ln,x
(1)
n
, (7)
where l1, . . . , lN and x
(1)
1 , . . . , x
(1)
N are i.i.d. random samples generated from pL
and pX(1) , respectively, and for each l ∈ N and x(1) ∈ ΩX(1) we define
Zcoupled
l,x(1)
=
l∑
j=1
1∑∞
k=j pL(k)

 1
bl−j+1
bl−j+1−1∑
λ=0
max
d∈D
1
bj−1
bj−1∑
m=1
fd(x
(1), x
(2)
λbj−1+m)
− 1
bl−j
bl−j−1∑
λ=0
max
d∈D
1
bj
bj∑
m=1
fd(x
(1), x
(2)
λbj+m)

 ,
where x
(2)
1 , . . . , x
(2)
bl
are i.i.d. random samples generated from pX(2)|X(1)(· | x(1)).
Note that the same samples x1, . . . , xbl are commonly used in every term in
Zcoupled
l,x(1)
. This estimator can be shown unbiased in a similar way as above.
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Therefore, EVPPIX(1) can be estimated without any bias by
1
N
N∑
n=1
(Y †ln − Z
‡
l′n,x
(1)
n
),
where †, ‡ ∈ {single, coupled}, and l1, . . . , lN and l′1, . . . , l′N are i.i.d. random
samples generated from pL. Note that even if one randomly chosen level ln is
used commonly for each n as
1
N
N∑
n=1
(Y †ln − Z
‡
ln,x
(1)
n
), (8)
the resulting estimator is still unbiased.
3.3 Implementation
So far, we do not specify the probability mass function pJ in both the estimators
for the EVPI and the EVPPI. It should be chosen so as for both the variance
of the estimator and the expected computational cost to be finite [14].
Let us consider the estimator (4) of the EVPI as an example. The variance
and the expected computational cost per one sample of (4) are given by
∞∑
l=1
E
[
(Y singlel )
2
]
pL(l)
and
∞∑
l=1
pL(l)b
l,
respectively, where the expectation is taken with respect to random samples
x1, . . . , xbl for every l ∈ N. It can be easily shown that the optimal choice for
pL, which minimizes
∞∑
l=1

E
[
(Y singlel )
2
]
pL(l)
+ λpL(l)b
l

 ,
for some Lagrange multiplier λ, is given by
pL(l) =
√√√√E [(Y singlel )2]
bl


∞∑
j=1
√√√√E [(Y singlej )2]
bj


−1
,
if the sum over j is finite. In order to achieve the root mean square error less
than ε, the required expected total computational cost is
C = ε−2

 ∞∑
j=1
√
E
[
(Y singlej )
2
]
bj


2
,
again if the sum over j is finite, see [14, Section 2.2]. Note that the above argu-
ment also holds for other estimators (5), (6) and (7). Therefore, in preferable
cases, our unbiased estimators can achieve the square-root convergence rate in
10
C, which is not possible for the nested Monte Carlo computation as heuristi-
cally discussed in the last section. Note that if the sum over j is not finite, on
the other hand, there is no theoretical foundation on the convergence behavior
of our estimators, so that one may observe a deteriorated convergence rate in
practical computations.
In practice, we need a more reasonable choice for pL in some sense since
the expectations E
[
(Y singlel )
2
]
are not known in advance. As an alternative
approach, let us specify the form of pL as pL(l) = (1− r)rl−1 for all l ≥ 1 with
0 < r < 1. Let us assume that the expectations E
[
(Y singlel )
2
]
decay at a rate
b−2ql for some q > 1/2. In order for both the variance of the estimator, in which
E
[
(Y singlel )
2
]
is replaced by b−2ql, and the expected computational cost to be
finite, it suffices that b−2q < r < b−1 holds. Moreover, the optimal choice for
pL obtained in the last paragraph gives r = b
−(2q+1)/2. The same value of r
can be obtained, as done in [4] where the special case with b = 2 and q = 1 is
considered, by minimizing the work-normalized variance(
∞∑
l=1
b−2ql
pL(l)
)(
∞∑
l=1
pL(l)b
l
)
.
Furthermore, in practical applications, one may set the total computational
cost C instead of N , i.e., the number of i.i.d. copies used in the estimators. In
this case, we first generate a random sequence l1, l2, . . . ∈ N independently from
pL and then define N by
N := max{j : bl1 + bl2 + · · ·+ blj ≤ C}.
4 Numerical experiments
Finally, we conduct numerical experiments for a simple toy problem. In order to
evaluate the approximation error quantitatively, we design a toy problem such
that the EVPI and the EVPPI can be calculated analytically.
4.1 Toy problem
Let us consider the following setting. Let D = {d1, d2} be a set of two possible
actions which can be taken by a decision maker under uncertainty of X =
(Xj)j=1,...,s. For x = (x1, . . . , xs) ∈ Rs we define
fd1(x) := w0 +
s∑
j=1
wjxj and fd2(x) := 0,
where w0 ∈ R and w1, . . . , ws ∈ R \ {0}. The prior probability density of X is
given by
pX(x) =
s∏
j=1
pXj (xj) =
s∏
j=1
1√
2piσj
exp
{
− (xj − µj)
2
2σ2j
}
,
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for given µ1, . . . , µs ∈ R and σ1, . . . , σs > 0. Then we have
max
d∈{d1,d2}
EX [fd] := max
{∫
Rs
fd1(x)p(x) dx, 0
}
= max

w0 +
s∑
j=1
wjµj , 0

 .
Now let u be a subset of {1, . . . , s}. For simplicity, let us focus on the case
u = {1, . . . , |u|}. We write −u = {1, . . . , s} \ u, Xu = (Xj)j∈u and X−u =
(Xj)j∈−u. The EVPPI on Xu can be calculated analytically as follows. Since
there is no correlation between Xu and X−u, we have
EXu
[
max
d∈{d1,d2}
EX−u [fd]
]
=
∫
R|u|
max


∫
Rs−|u|
fd1(xu, x−u)
∏
j∈−u
pXj (xj) dx−u, 0


∏
j∈u
pXj (xj) dxu
=
∫
R|u|
max


∑
j∈u
wjxj + w0 +
∑
j∈−u
wjµj , 0


∏
j∈u
pXj (xj) dxu
=
∫
Ω≥0

∑
j∈u
wjxj + w0 +
∑
j∈−u
wjµj

∏
j∈u
pXj (xj) dxu,
where we write Ω≥0 = {xu ∈ R|u| :
∑
j∈u wjxj + w0 +
∑
j∈−u wjµj ≥ 0}. By
changing the variables according to y = Axu where
A =


1 0 · · · 0
0 1 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
w1 w2 · · · w|u|

 ∈ R|u|×|u|,
we have ∑
j∈u
wjxj = y|u|,
i.e., the sum of xj ’s is nothing but the last component of y. Moreover, the
probability density of y|u| is the normal density with the mean
∑
j∈u wjµj and
the variance
∑
j∈u(wjσj)
2, the above integral can be written into
EXu
[
max
d∈{d1,d2}
EX−u [fd]
]
=
∫
Ω≥0

∑
j∈u
wjxj + w0 +
∑
j∈−u
wjµj

∏
j∈u
pXj (xj) dxu
=
∫ ∞
a
(
y|u| − a
)
p(y|u|) dy|u|,
where we write
a = −w0 −
∑
j∈−u
wjµj .
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Finally, the last integral equals
EXu
[
max
d∈{d1,d2}
EX−u [fd]
]
=
[
1− Φ
(
−µall
σu
)]
µall + φ
(
−µall
σu
)
σu,
where we write
µall = w0 +
s∑
j=1
wjµj ,
and
σ2u =
∑
j∈u
(wjσj)
2.
Further, φ denotes the standard normal density function and Φ does the cumu-
lative distribution function for φ. Thus, the EVPPI on Xu is given by
EVPPIXu =
[
1− Φ
(
−µall
σu
)]
µall + φ
(
−µall
σu
)
σu −max {µall, 0} .
Note that the analytical expression for the EVPI is given by setting u =
{1, . . . , s}.
4.2 Numerical results
In what follows, we focus on the case where s = 5 and ωj = 1, µj = 0, σj = 1
for all j = 1, . . . , s for the sake of simplicity. First, let us consider the EVPI
computation. The analytical calculation of the EVPI is given by 0.892 . . .. We
use the three estimators (1), (4) and (5) of the EVPI for approximate evalua-
tions. When the total computational budget equals C, the naive Monte Carlo
estimator (1) is set by L = N = C, whereas our proposed estimators (4) and
(5) are set as described in the last paragraph of Subsection 3.3 with b = 2 and
pL(l) = (1 − r)rl−1 where r = 2−3/2. For a given total computational budget,
100 independent computations are conducted for each estimator.
Figure 1 compares the boxplots of the EVPI computations obtained by three
estimators as functions of C = 2m withm = 8, 10, . . . , 16. It can be seen that the
naive Monte Carlo estimator gives more accurate results than our estimators.
In case of the EVPI, the naive Monte Carlo estimator is not of the nested form
so that the approximation error decays at a rate of C−1/2 if the bias decays at a
faster rate than the canonical Monte Carlo rate. Moreover, it can be expected
that the variances of our estimators are much larger than that of the naive
Monte Carlo estimator, which yields wider variations among the independent
EVPI computations by our estimators as well as the difficulty in confirming the
unbiasedness of our estimators when the total computational budget is small.
Let us move on to the EVPPI computation, in which case the situation
changes significantly. Because of the invariance of parameters, we focus on
computing the EVPPI’s onX(1) = X1, (X1, X2), (X1, X2, X3), (X1, X2, X3, X4).
The analytical calculations of the EVPPI’s are given by 0.389 . . ., 0.564 . . .,
0.690 . . ., and 0.797 . . ., respectively. We use the three estimators (2), (8) with
the single term estimator (†, ‡ = single), and (8) with the coupled sum estimator
(†, ‡ = coupled) of the EVPI for approximate evaluations. When the total
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computational budget equals C, the nested Monte Carlo estimator (2) is set by
L = C,M = ⌊C1/3⌋ andN = ⌊C2/3⌋ as heuristically suggested in Subsection 2.2
with γ = 1. In fact, although we also conducted the same numerical experiments
by setting both (M,N) = (⌊C1/2⌋, ⌊C1/2⌋) and (M,N) = (⌊C2/3⌋, ⌊C1/3⌋), we
obtained similar results to those with (M,N) = (⌊C1/3⌋, ⌊C2/3⌋), which are thus
omitted in this paper. Our proposed estimators (8) with †, ‡ ∈ {single, coupled}
are set as described in the last paragraph of Subsection 3.3 with b = 2 and
pL(l) = (1 − r)rl−1 where r = 2−3/2. For a given total computational budget,
100 independent computations are conducted for each estimator.
Figure 2 compares the boxplots of the EVPPI computations on X(1) =
X1, (X1, X2), (X1, X2, X3), (X1, X2, X3, X4) (from upper panels to lower panels)
obtained by three estimators as functions of C = 2m with m = 8, 10, . . . , 16. It
is obvious that the convergence behavior of the nested Monte Carlo estimator
is much worse than that of the Monte Carlo estimator used for computing the
EVPI, as can be expected from the heuristic argument in Subsection 2.2. On
the other hand, the convergence behaviors of our estimators do not differ so
much whether they are used for computing either the EVPI or the EVPPI, and
the length of the boxes for both of our estimators decays to 0 much faster than
that for the nested Monte Carlo estimator. Hence, as can be seen, both of
our estimators give more accurate results than that of the nested Monte Carlo
estimator as C increases. In practice, we recommend to use the coupled sum
estimator since there are several outliers with large EVPPI values found in case
of the single term estimator.
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Figure 2: Boxplots for 100 independent EVPPI computations on X(1) =
X1, (X1, X2), (X1, X2, X3), (X1, X2, X3, X4) (from upper to lower) by the naive
nested Monte Carlo estimator (left), the single term estimator (middle), and
the coupled sum estimator (right) with the total computational budgets C =
28, . . . , 216.
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